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Here’s  a  perplexing  thing:
“a  man  to  whom  God  gives  wealth,  possessions,    

    and  honor,  so  that  he  lacks  nothing  of  all  that  

    he  desires,  yet  God  does  not  give  him  the  ability  

    to  enjoy  them,  but  a  stranger  enjoys  them.  This  

    is  vanity,  it  is  a  grievous  evil.”    -‐  Ecclesiasts  6:2



Here’s  a  perplexing  thing:
  Behold,  these  are  the  wicked;  

        always  at  ease,  they  increase  in  riches.    v12  

    All  in  vain  have  I  kept  my  heart  clean  and    

        washed  my  hands  in  innocence.    v13    For  all  

    day  long  I  have  been  stricken  and  rebuked…v14
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        How can this be God’s will?  

Jesus continues pushing      20:19-31 
Jesus continues asserting   21:1-25 
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Jesus continues pushing “peace be with you” : 
 * pushing peace as in v21-23  
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Jesus  continues  -‐  John  20  &  21 

Jesus continues pushing “peace be with you” : 
 * pushing peace as in v21-23  
 > prosperity v21  > provision v22  > purpose v23 
ditto v 24-28 / side note v29 -        



If it is My Will that…  
What is that to You ?

Jesus  continues  -‐  John  20  &  21 

Jesus continues pushing “peace be with you” : 
 * pushing peace as in v21-23  
 > prosperity v21  > provision v22  > purpose v23 
ditto v 24-28 / side note v29 - This is blessed       
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What is that to You ?

Jesus  continues  -‐  John  20  &  21 

Jesus continues asserting             whatever 21: 
 * the story is 21:1-14  
   > established several things … 
   > with Him you can bring something to the table
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Jesus  continues  -‐  John  20  &  21 

Jesus continues asserting ”you follow me” whatever: 
 * the story’s aim is v15-25  
   > 3 x the question - Hey Simon Peter 15-17 
   > 2 x the assertion - “follow me” 18,19  
Side track / What about him? Uh! v20-23   
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       Everyone will confess - Philipp. 2:10,11  
                   



If it is My Will that…  
What is that to You ?

Jesus  continues  -‐  John  20  &  21  

!

       Everyone will confess - Philipp. 2:10,11  
                   Jesus Christ is Lord to the  
                   glory of God the Father 


